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Inspired by market demand, GTE-Engineering designed the Burst 
Tester: a machine that tests the packaging quality of filled sachets 

(or ‘stick packs’). With this method of testing, you are assured that 
the packaging of the sachets meets your quality standards. 

Operation of the Burst Tester 

The Burst Tester, also known as the leak detector, is designed to test the seal or 

welding quality of a batch of stick packs or sachets filled with fluids. These sticks 

can be identified by the seals on both sides.  

These products are formed, filled and sealed with vertical filling machines or VFFS 

(Vertical Form Fil Seal) machines. The quality of the weld or seal connection 

depends on many factors, such as welding temperature, welding pressure, 

composition of materials and any impurities of the content that could get into the 

weld. So to be able to guarantee a certain quality, a test/ monitoring system is 

needed. With this system, the quality of the weld can be tested both destructively 

and non-destructively. 

Our developed Burst Tester tests products both destructively and non-

destructively in a mechanical compression space. This space consists of a 

chamber with a pressure piece. In the destructive setting, the machine will crush 

the stick packs and simultaneously measure the force and related displacement of 

the pressure piece. In the non-destructive setting, one determines in advance 

what pressure the stick pack has to withstand. The tester will exercise this exact 

power. When the packaging remains intact, the quality is sufficient. 

On average, the machine can test 20 to 30 stick packs by itself in one cycle, 

depending on the dimensions of the stick packs. The test data is logged into so-

called CSV-files and recorded to a network via ethernet connection. The test batch 

can be logged into that same network using a barcode scanner. 

The machine is designed to keep any pollution mainly in the test disc. This disc is 

easy to clean in a washing machine or can be rinsed off. By using easy to clean 

materials such as stainless steel and anodised aluminum and by limiting the 

number of seams in the design, the machine can be sanitized very easily. 
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The Burst Tester 

 

 

 

 

Cut out of the plate in which the stick packs are placed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Specifications: 

Measurements: 860(w) x 
651 (l) x 803 (h) mm 

Speed: test speed is 3 
seconds per product* 

Software: Siemens S7PLC 

Adjustable: Yes, can be 
adjusted to the size of the 
stick pack. 

 

 Dependent on the 
programmed test. 

 



 

 

 

 

If you are interested in the Burst Tester or would like more information, please 

contact us at info@gte-engineering.nl or call +31 (0)77-397 13 05. 
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